Abstract-In this paper, a Connected Dominating Set (CDS) construction algorithm CSCDS (Connected Subset based CDS) is proposed, which is based on the connected subset concept. The CSCDS contains two main stages, which are dominating set construction stage and connected dominating set construction stage respectively. In the first stage, the dominators are proposed based on the one hop white neighbor information, and the redundant dominators are reduce to obtain the minimum number of dominators. In the second stage, the CDS is constructed based on the connected subset, which is used as the basis to select the connectors. The message complexity is O(Δ 2 ) (O(Δ 2 ) is a linear relationship function with Δ 2 , and Δ is the maximum one hop neighbor degree), Simulation results show that CSCDS has smaller size compared with the classical algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topology Control (TC) is a very important issue for wireless networks and wireless sensor networks. The main purposes of TC are reducing the size of the backbone, saving energy consumption, keeping networks connectivity and reliability as well as fault-torrent and coverage, etc [1] . The main methods for achieving the TC are mainly changing the communication range, scheduling the nodes' active and sleep mode, etc [2] .
One of the topology construction approaches is building the hierarchical topologies, which contains an important step, which is building a backbone also named Minimum Connected Dominating Set (MCDS). The MCDS construction problem is an NP-hard problem [3] . In [4] , the MCDS construction algorithms are classified into the MIS (Maximum Independent Set)-based algorithms and non-MIS-based or Tree-based algorithms. For the MIS-based algorithms, there are many research works. In [5] , P. J. Wan et al. at first deduce a lower bound, which is O(nlogn), of the message complexity of distributed algorithms for leader election, spanning tree and nontrivial CDS. Then a two stage MCDS construction algorithm is proposed, in which the MIS nodes are selected based on the lower level neighbor's states and the connectors are selected based on the maximum dominator node degree. In [6] , Y. Li et al. propose a greedy algorithm S-MIS as well as its variation rS-MIS. In the first stage, a MIS is constructed with the size upper-bound as 4opt+1. 2 , and then in the second stage a greedy approximation algorithm selecting connectors to interconnect the nodes in the MIS is proposed, which has the performance ratio as (2+ln4)opt. The final S-MIS performance ratio is (5.8+ln4)opt. In [7] , M. T. Thai et al. propose two algorithms named TFA (The First Algorithm) and TSA (The Second Algorithm) respectively. In TFA, the MIS is constructed by using the algorithm in [5] , and the connectors are selected based on the black neighbor number in different black-blue components. In TSA, the node with the maximum radius is selected as dominator, and the connectors are selected based on highest number of black-blue components. The size relationship between a CDS and a maximum independent set is also derived. In [8] , H. Du et al. consider both the CDS size and the routing path length for the MCDS. The algorithm contains two stages: constructing a MIS stage and connecting the MIS stage. The path length between any node u and any node v is at most 7sp (u,v) , where sp (u,v) is the shortest path between u and v. In [9] , Y. Xiang et al. propose two distributed algorithms for wireless networks. The first algorithm (XFA) is based on a growing tree and the second algorithm (XSA) is based on the MIS. The authors also derive the relationship of any MIS and MCDS in geometric k-disk graphs.
Besides the MIS-based MCDS construction algorithms, there also exist non-MIS-based MCDS construction algorithms. In [10] , F. Dai et al. propose the redundant dominators reduction mechanism rule-k. In [11] , K. Sakai et al. bring forward two timer-based CDS protocols, which are Single-Initiator (SI) version CDS and MultiInitiator (MI) version CDS. In the SI version, single initiator is generated, while in the MI version, multiple initiators are generated. Both of them can handle mobility. All the initiators are the roots of the generated trees, and in the SI version, the MCDS is a single tree, while in the MI version, multiple trees generated and should be connected together to form a MCDS. The growing tree in [11] is also a non-MIS-based algorithm.
Besides the regular methods for MCDS construction, there are also novel methods or issues about MCDS investigated. In [12] [18] by W. Guo et al. to construct a Minimum Spanning Tree, which can also inspire us to construct a MCDS. The problem is modeled as a model of multi-criteria degree constrained minimum spanning tree, which is solved by a non-dominated discrete particle swarm optimization. J. Qiao et al. in [19] present a local minimum spanning tree based topology control algorithm by applying the 0-1 robust discrete optimization theory, and a robust model for the MST problem was also put forward, which is solved by an algorithm. The methods in this paper can also lead us to the further research about MCDS construction. In [20] , Y. Huang et al. survey the techniques about building the k-connected network as well as constructing a multi-path routing, which is also beneficial to constructing a k-connected MCDS or backbone.
The MCDS construction algorithms above are all MIS based and non-MIS based, and many kinds of methods have been used to construct MCDS. But the algorithm based on the connected subsets is not proposed, and thus we put forward a new method based on the connected subset concept. The algorithm needs to construct a dominator set which covers all the nodes in this network at first, and then construct the connected subsets which are composed by the dominators. And finally, the connectors are selected to connect the connected subsets until a CDS is constructed. The method in this paper does not require the MIS, and we use a simple method to construct a minimum dominator set. The core method is the connector election algorithm, which selects the connectors based on the connected subset degree, which is similar to the node degree. The algorithm performs well in term of CDS size compared with the classical algorithms.
II. CSCDS ALGORITHM

A. Preliminary Knowledge
Neighbor Color Definition: Dominator is marked black, and dominated node is marked grey. If a node is neither a dominator nor a dominated node, it is an independent node and marked white.
Neighbor Sets Definition: Every node maintains a one hop neighbor set OHNS and a one hop white neighbor (independent neighbor) set OHWNS. There are also one hop black neighbor (dominator neighbor) set OHBNS and one hop grey neighbor set OHGNS for every node.
Connected Subset Definition: In a dominator set, if any two dominators u and v are connected with each other through the dominators which all belong to this dominator set, the dominator set is a connected subset.
Other Set Variables Definition: For every dominated node (grey node), it receives the connected subset ids from its one hop dominators and stores them into set CSIDS. Every grey node exchanges CSIDS with its one hop grey neighbor and gets two hop connected subset ids and stores into set TCSIDS. Every grey nodes stores all the connected subset ids within two hops into the following set: ALLCSIDS=CSIDS ∪ TCSIDS. The set CONIDS is the set of connected subsets ids.
B. Dominating Set Construction Stage
This stage contains two algorithms: dominator election algorithm and redundant dominator reduction algorithm.
In the dominator election algorithm, every node gets the one hop independent neighbor information, and then saves the information into set OHWNS. By exchanging the size of OHWNS with one hop neighbor, the node selects the node with the maximum OHWNS size as a dominator. The algorithm is shown as follows: In Fig. 1 , we assume the node execute following the order {10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}. Because node 6 has the maximum size of OHWNS compared with node 10 and 9, node 10 and 9 select node 6 as the dominator (shown in Fig 1(1) ). Then node 8 selects node 2 as the dominator, shown in Fig. 1(2) . Node 7 selects node 3 as the dominator, shown in Fig 1(3) . Node 4 finally selects node 1 as dominator, shown in Fig. 1(4) . Node 1, 2, 3 and 6 compose the dominator set.
By executing the DEA, the dominators cover all the nodes, but there are a few redundant dominators, such as node 3, which should be eliminated by an algorithm shown in the following pseudo code. In the Fig. 2(1) , the node 1, 2, 3 and 6 compose the dominator set. According to RDRA, nodes in OHGNS of node 3 are also dominated by node 2. Besides the OHBNS of node 3 is not empty, thus node 3 is a redundant dominator, and node 3 marks itself grey shown in Fig.2 (2). Because all the grey neighbors of node 6 are not covered by other dominator besides node 6, node 6 is not a redundant dominator. The same situation is also suitable for node 1 and 2. Finally, the node 1, 2 and 6 compose the minimum dominator set.
Redundant Dominator Reduction
C. Connected Dominating Set Construction Stage
This stage contains two algorithms: connected subset construction algorithm and CDS construction algorithm.
In the connected subset construction algorithm, every dominator for example dominator i exchanges the OHBNS i with the dominators in its OHBNS i and updates its OHBNS i by including the OHBNS of nodes belonging to OHBNS i .
The progress is repeated twice, and finally dominator i get the dominators information within three hops, which is the connected subset in the view of i. The algorithm is shown in following: The execution of CSCA is shown in Fig. 3 . According to CSCA and in Fig. 3 After executing the CSCA, there are some connected subsets in the network. In order to connect all the connected subsets, we select the grey nodes as the connectors according to CDS construction algorithm. The execution of CDSCA is shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 1 , and node 1 has the maximum number compared with its one and two hop neighbor. And compared with node 5, node 1 has the minimum node id. Thus node 1 is a connector, shown in Fig. 4 (1) . In order to cover node 5's two-hop connected subsets 11 and 3, node 5 select node 1 as the next level connector. Because ALLCSIDSs of node 4, 8, 9, 7, 13, 14, 12 are all included in ALLCSIDS 5 and ALLCSIDS 1 , then they all drop to be a connector. The final CDS is shown in Fig. 4 (2) .
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Lemma 1:
The dominating set constructed by DEA covers all the nodes in this network.
Prove: Assume there is still a node i not dominated by the dominators selected according to DEA. Then node i's neighbor for example node j has a non-empty OHWNS.
According to DEA, node j will receive an elected message from its one hop neighbor and mark itself black. Thus node i is dominated by dominator node j, and lemma 1 is proved.
Lemma 2: There exists at least a connected subset in three hops for every connected subset.
Prove: Assume there is a connected subset having no neighbor connected subset within three hops, shown in In Fig. 5 , the distance between connected subset 1 and 5 is three hops. According to Lemma 1, node 3 is not dominated and is an independent node, marked as white, shown in Fig. 5 (1) . Thus we know that the dominating set don't cover all the nodes in this network, which is contrary to Lemma 1.
If according to lemma 1 and DEA, node 3 should sent elected messages to node 2 and node 4, and the real dominating set is {1, 2, 4, 5}. The correct connected subsets ids are 1 and 4, shown in Fig. 5 (2) . Thus, lemma 2 is proved.
Theorem 1: The set constructed by CDSCA is a connected dominating set.
Prove: Because the CDSCA is executed based on the dominating set constructed by DEA and RDRA and there is no dominator deleted in the execution of CSCA and CDSCA. Thus the set constructed by CDSCA includes the dominating set constructed by DEA and RDRA, and is a dominating set.
After the CDSCA is executed and assume there is still a connected subset, which is not connected with its neighbor connected subset within three hops, shown in Fig. 6 . From Fig. 6 (1), we know that connected subset 5 and 3 are within three hops and not connected with each other. According to CDSCA, node 1, node 2 and node 6 have the same ALLCSIDS and node 1 has the minimum id. Thus node 1 becomes a connector and selects node 2 as a next level connector, shown in Fig. 6 (2) .
Thus, we know that all the connected subset can be connected with its neighbor connected subsets within three hops. Then, according to lemma 1 and lemma 2, we know that the final set composed of dominators and connectors is a connected dominating set.
A. Message Complexity
We assume the maximum size of one hop neighbor set is Δ.
In the dominating set construction stage, if DEA is executed by node i, it should at most receive Δ neighbor status messages and Δ neighbor status changed messages. Thus, the message count of DEA received by node i is 2Δ. If RDRA is executed, dominator i receives Δ messages from its neighbor. Thus the dominating set construction stage has the maximum message count as 3Δ for any node.
In the connected dominating set construction stage, if the CSCA is executed by dominator i, it broadcasts a message two hops and gets the dominator information within three hops. Thus, the message count is at most Δ 2 . If CDSCA is executed, the dominated node i needs the csids from the nodes within two hops, and the message count is at most Δ 2 . In summary, the CDS construction algorithm executed by one node at most requires 2Δ 2 +5Δ messages. The message complexity is O(Δ 2 ).
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Parameters Settings
In this section, we compare the size of CSCDS with other four algorithms, which are Y. Xiang's algorithms in [9] denoted by XFA and XSA respectively, and M.T. Thai's algorithms in [7] , denoted by TFA and TSA respectively.
We assume all the nodes are deployed randomly in a square area, which has the length of a side as M meters.
In the following comparison, we first evaluate the impact of the node number on the CDS size. And then simulate the impact of the Transmission Range (TR) on the CDS size. Finally, the impact of the network area size on the CDS size is evaluated also.
B. Number of Nodes Impact
In this simulation, the length of a side of the square area is 200 meters. The node number varies from 50 to 200 with the step as 10. The transmission range intervals are set as [50, 70] for the circumstances, in which all the nodes have different transmission ranges.
We also set the transmission range as 60 for the circumstances, where all the nodes have the same transmission ranges.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . [50, 70] According to the Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , we find that CSCDS has the minimum CDS Size compared with the other four algorithms.
As the node number increases, the CDS size increases slightly, which is because all the nodes are deployed randomly in a fixed network area, and the transmission range fixed or belong to a fixed interval. As the number of node increases, only approximately the fixed number of dominators is needed to cover all the network area, thus the CDS Size increases slightly.
C. Transmission Range Impact
In this simulation, the square area is 200×200. The node number is 100.
At first, the transmission range varies from 30 to 90 with the step as 5 for the situation, where all the nodes have the same transmission ranges.
Then we set the transmission range belong to the intervals which is from the interval [20, 40] to the interval [80, 100]. The minimum as well as the maximum value of these intervals varies with the step as 5.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , we find that the CSCDS has the minimum CDS size when the transmission range is bigger than 40 meters, while if the transmission range is smaller than 40 meters, the CDS size of CSCDS is not the minimum, for if the transmission range is very small, one node can not cover a lot of neighbors and may create a lot of dominators, which is suitable for the other four algorithms. So, if the network is very sparse, our algorithm as well as other four algorithms may not performs well enough.
We can also find that as the transmission range increases, the CDS size decreases, which is because as the TR increases, smaller number of dominators are needed to cover all the network nodes compared with the bigger transmission range.
D. Network Area Size Impact
In this simulation, we set the node number as 100, and the transmission range is 50 meters for the circumstances where all nodes have the same transmission range. We also set the transmission range as [40, 60] for the circumstances in which all nodes have different transmission ranges. The network area is square area. The length of side varies from 100 meters to 200 meters with the step as 5. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . [40, 60] According to Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , we find that the CDCDS has the minimum CDS size compared with the other four algorithms.
As the length of network area side increases, the CDS size increases gradually, for if the network area side length increases, the network becomes a sparse network gradually and the number of neighbors covered by a node is less and less, which causes more dominators are needed to cover all the network area and increases the CDS size.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a connected dominating set construction algorithm CSCDS is proposed based on the connected subset. CSCDS has two stages and contains four subalgorithms. The message complexity is O(Δ 2 ) and simulation results show that CSCDS has smaller size compared with Y. Xiang's algorithms and M.T. Thai's algorithms.
